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The Republican National Committee (RNC) has built upon its historic ground game to ensure Republicans are 

elected up-and-down the ballot and take back the House and Senate. The RNC infrastructure is powered by 

record-setting fundraising, a grassroots army, and a data-driven ground game. 

Historic fundraising built the resources to win in 2022 

• The RNC raised over $308 million this cycle to date. 

• This effort has been led by Chairwoman Ronna McDaniel, who has traveled 521,000 miles and 

participated in 333 fundraising events across 37 states and territories for Republican candidates. 

• Cycle-to-date, the RNC has transferred a total of $31.1 million to the National Republican Senatorial 

Committee (NRSC) and to the National Republican Congressional Committee (NRCC). 

• Additionally, the RNC has invested more in state parties than ever before, transferring funds to all 56 

states and territory parties. 

Expansive data operation, ground game and Party infrastructure 

• The RNC’s Republican Leadership Initiative program trained over 1 million grassroots volunteers who 

made over 100 million voter contacts. 

• Grassroots volunteers reached at least 1 million voter contacts in 21 battleground states.  

• Over 1,000 staff members were hired in the field, including staff on the ground in Senate battleground 

states and in 70 House battleground districts to bolster candidates and campaigns.  

• The state-of-the-art data and voter score technology powered by the RNC was shared with every 

Republican candidate free of charge. 

• The RNC provided a multi-function app to deliver organizational, fundraising and political tools, in both 

English and Spanish.  

• Chairwoman McDaniel invested to grow our party with 38 brick-and-mortar community centers in 19 

states to make inroads with Hispanic, APA, Black, Native American, Jewish, and veteran voters.  

• Election Integrity was a top priority of the RNC, having filed over 78 lawsuits to ensure election 

transparency and recruited tens of thousands of poll workers and poll watchers. 

Americans reject Biden’s failed agenda and turn towards Republicans’ proven message  

The RNC’s robust communications and research teams held Democrats accountable and promoted the 

Republicans’ accomplishments. 

• In September, the RNC shared a national polling and modeling memo for candidates across the country 

on how best to message against their opponents. 

• Republicans are focusing on issues that matter to families and voters in all communities: rising prices, 

keeping our communities safe and parents’ rights in education. 

• Republican candidates have proven that if they run on these platforms, we can compete and win in even 

the deepest of blue states, districts, and cities. 

• Joe Biden’s approval rating continues to fall and he is a drag on Democrat candidates. Joe Biden and 

Democrats have brought crisis after crisis and the American people see it. 
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